Two-leg alternate loading model--a different approach to biomechanical investigations of fixation methods of the injured pelvic ring with focus on the pubic symphysis.
The dorsal component of the pelvic ring is considered to be the most essential element for the stability of the pelvic ring. None of the current biomechanical set-ups include the effect of shear stresses by alternating loads that the pelvic ring has to withstand during walking. We hypothesize that a biomechanical test set-up with two-leg alternate loading will lead to stress imitation at the pubic symphysis that are more similar to existing strains than other test set-ups, and would, therefore, be more adequate for biomechanical testing of fixation methods. A new biomechanical two-leg standing test set-up with an alternate pelvic loading was constructed and was validated with six human pelvises from fresh frozen cadavers. Three-dimensional motion tracking was performed. The specimens were subjected to a non-destructive quasi-static test and a non-destructive cyclic test with progressive load amplitude from 170 N to 340 N over 1000 cycles. The initial rotational 'range of motion' and 'mean displacement' around the vertical axis for a pre-load of 170 N was about 0.3° and 0.2°, respectively, increasing by 0.1-0.2° at a load of 340 N. The rotation around the vertical axis and the translation along the frontal horizontal axis confirmed the stability of the pubic symphysis. The rate of ascend of displacements decreased, once the rotation reached 1° or the translation reached 1mm. The current biomechanical test set-up was compared with previous clinical findings, and the method was found valid for measuring inter-segmentary movements at the pubic symphysis.